**Red Tides and other Blue Issues**
communicating the present state of our water systems through art

This pop-up exhibition features work made in Liberal Arts Instructor Jennifer Vreeland-Dawson’s Ecology of Water class. Each student has considered the present state of water systems. Pollution of plastics and chemicals are negatively affecting the ecological and physical systems of both our fresh and salt water ecologies. Natural events such as red tides are becoming more frequent and more toxic by human driven activities causing fertilizer runoff and warming waters due to climate change. Students have made the art you see here about various forms of pollution informed by what they have learned in class and by communicating with experts in the scientific community.

1. **Elise Fedoroff**  
   Major: Computer Animation Senior  
   Medium: Zbrush/ Maya  
   Project Title: “Red Turtle 3D Sculpt’’

2. **Jazmen Richardson**  
   Major: Illustration  
   Medium: Illustration on Paper  
   Title: Piece 1-Phytoplankton Pg.1 / Piece 2- Phytoplankton Pg. 2  
   Dimensions: 11.5 x 17.5 in each

3. **David Coole**  
   Major: Computer Animation  
   Medium: Illustration on paper / digital print  
   Title: “A Turtle’s World”  
   Dimensions: 11 x 17 inches

4. **Rodrigo Chapoy**  
   Major: Computer Animation  
   Medium: Illustration on paper / digital print  
   Title: “A Turtle’s World”  
   Dimensions: 9.5 x 16 inches

5. **Sabrina Demers**  
   Major: Computer Animation  
   Medium: Illustration on paper/ digital print  
   Title: “A Turtle’s World”  
   Dimensions: 11 x 17 inches
6. **Mondy Hightower**
   Major: Digital Film

**Laura Poots**
Major: Digital Film
Project Title: Untitled

7. **Alexis Kramlich**
   Major: Illustration
   Medium: Digital Illustration
   Title: “Lionfish Arrostito”
   Dimensions: 16 x 19 inches

8. **Lyric Weber**
   Major: Illustration
   Medium: Digital Illustration
   Title: “Lion’s Head Sushi”
   Dimensions: 16 x 20 inches

9. **Cailey Ginn**
   Major: Motion Design
   Medium: Recycled materials on canvas
   Title: “Choking Hazard”
   Dimensions: 30 x 40 inches

10. **Ester An**
    Major: Illustration
    Medium: Layered paper
    Title: “Laceration”
    Dimensions: 12 x 15 inches

11. **Diana Pereyra Vidaurre**
    Major: Fine Arts
    Medium: Fabric on Canvas
    Title: “Coral Bleach”
    Dimensions: 23 x 30 inches

12. **Phii Lugo**
    Major: Illustration
    Medium: Digital Illustration
    Title: “Plastic Sadness”
    Dimensions: 18 x 24 inches

13. **Sean Harman**
    Major: Motion Design
    Medium: digital
    Project title: “Diatoms”
14. Kay Baird
   Major: Illustration
   Medium: Digital illustration
   Title: “If We Do Nothing”
   Dimensions: 14 x 20 inches

15. Caitlyn Horwath & Amaris Mercado
   Major: Caitlyn: Illustration   Amaris: Illustration
   Medium: Digital illustration
   Title: “The Great Spotted Eagle Ray”
   Dimensions: Piece 1: 14 x 20 in Piece 2: 7 x 11 in Piece 3: 8 x 9.5 Piece 4: 14 x 20 in

16. Daniel Dreszer
   Major: Film
   Medium: Digital Film
   Project Title: “Blue Nightmare”